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Executive Director’s Message
YOU WIN SOME AND YOU LOSE SOME!

THE REGULATORS ARE LISTENING TO US
SEAWATER DESALINATION CHALLENGES
Just some random thoughts this month about the
inroads we seem to be making with our regulatory
friends. I couldn’t be happier about the decisions
that have gone our way recently in certain areas of
air, biosolids and collections. That’s not to say that
everything is peachy, as we still have plenty of work
in front of us on water and energy issues. But I have
been genuinely impressed with the open-mindedness
of board members to question staff analyses and
listen intently to our collective points of view. As an example, let’s start
with the decision of the State Water Board to put in abeyance further work
on the revisions to the SSO-WDR. In this case credit has to go the Water
Board that both listened to our testimony questioning the necessity of the
revisions and to staff, in particular Russell Norman, who candidly informed
the Board that the proposed revisions would not likely result in a significant
reduction in SSOs. Another positive moment came about at the Stationary
Source Committee meeting at the South Coast AQMD, where the committee
members were sympathetic to what the POTW community had to say about
the need for additional time before implementing a rule change that would
have required costly and ineffective emission controls be installed on biogas
engines. Lastly, the apparent cooperation between the State Water Board
and CalReycle to consider our proposal not to require a separate transfer
station permit for any POTW that separately collects FOG or food waste for
anaerobic digestion.

Ray Miller, E. D. Emeritus
rmiller@scap1.org

Individually, these decisions probably don’t amount to much, but collectively
they indicate a willingness of our regulators to be cognizant of the fiscal and
environmental consequences their rule making decisions have on our
agencies and ultimately the public, who after all are the ones that ultimately
pick up the tab for the additional costs.

Southern California Alliance of
Publicly Owned Treatment Works
P.O. Box 231565
Encinitas, CA 92024-1565
Ph. (760) 479-4880
Fax (760) 479-4881

Having just celebrated Earth Day and recognizing the importance that has
again this year been put on water recycling and the development of
alternative water supplies, I thought it would be appropriate to spend time
over the next several months looking at SCAP members who’s projects
address the global problem of water shortage and the challenges they face.
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In order to more fully understand these challenges, we begin with the first of a two-part discussion on permitting,
reliability and cost issues associated with arguably the most difficult type of water recycling, namely, seawater
desalinization. The following is presented by a colleague of mine, Joe Monaco, who is an AICP certified Principal with
Dudek in Encinitas, CA.
Seawater Desalination: Overcoming Environmental and Regulatory Hurdles by Joe Monaco, Dudek
In light of increased pressures on water supplies in California, identifying and developing additional or alternative
supplies, such as seawater desalination, wastewater reclamation, and ground water is a necessity, as these sources
are becoming more important factors in our overall water supply portfolio. Of these emerging water supply sources,
only seawater desalination has a virtually unlimited source: the Pacific Ocean. While technology for seawater
desalination is advancing, making it more feasible, efficient and cost effective, the regulatory processing and
environmental issues surrounding it have grown more complex; representing the greatest challenges in developing
seawater desalination in California. This article gives a brief summary of the issues driving the complex regulatory
framework that results in extensive processing and permitting time frames, and significant costs associated with
regulatory compliance. The primary environmental considerations include: Salinity Effects, Marine Biological Effects,
Project Alternatives, and Energy Use/Greenhouse Gas Emissions.
Salinity Effects
Reverse osmosis seawater desalination typically results in a brine discharge that is twice as saline as ocean source
water (64-67 parts per thousand). Disposal of brine discharge can create localized elevated salinity levels in receiving
waters that are beyond the tolerance of marine organisms within the surrounding habitats. To determine effects and
provide sufficient information for issuance of an NPDES permit, projects typically must conduct hydrodynamic
modeling of the dispersion characteristics of a salinity plume to determine the “footprint” of the plume, along with
empirical testing of salinity tolerances levels for representative species to assess toxicity levels. In many cases,
dilution is optimized by circulating additional intake seawater through a discharge system. This practice carries
additional concerns over the effects of seawater intake, as further discussed below.
Marine Biological Effects
Potential effects on marine biological resources from seawater intake systems are related to impingement and
entrainment of marine organisms in the source water withdrawal. Pressure and turbulence created from pumping
and filtration processes results in impacts on marine organisms that inhabit the source water from open ocean intake
systems. Impingement occurs when larger fishes and invertebrates are trapped against a source water intake screen,
while entrainment occurs when small planktonic organisms are drawn through the intake screens and through the
water filtration system. Modeling or use of a pilot study can provide data on potential impingement.
To evaluate entrainment effects, the source water is analyzed to establish population characteristics (relative
abundance) to determine the baseline conditions for potential impacts. The source water characterization examines
the type and quantity of organisms that have the potential to encounter the seawater intake structure (the
desalination feed-water) that could subsequently be impacted by the desalination plant operations. Samples of the
source water are collected for laboratory processing, which typically consists of sorting (removing), identifying, and
enumerating all larval fishes and invertebrates from the samples, then estimating the proportion of the source
population that is potentially affected. The regulatory agencies have also established that mitigation in the form of
estuarine or marine habitat mitigation is required for all such impacts.
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Impingement and entrainment impacts can be avoided with subsurface intake systems, but such systems come with
implementation challenges, such as the availability of suitable geophysical conditions, pumping/energy
requirements, fouling of infiltration systems (such as engineered infiltration galleries), and impacts from pump
facilities (such as construction of beach wells along the coastline).
Project Alternatives
Critics of seawater desalination projects often point
to other strategies that can reduce demand, and
increase efficiency of water use, including
conservation programs and recycling. In analyzing
the full effects of seawater desalination, it is
important to consider and quantify the water
agencies' efforts to manage demand, and to
maximize reuse and recycling as part of an
integrated strategy to address water supply
reliability. In addition to water supply and demand
issues, the analysis of alternatives is important
relative to design features, such as subsurface
intake systems, as noted above.
Regulatory
considerations from the California Environmental
Quality Act (CEQA), the California Coastal Act (CCA),
One of several desalinization projects within California, the Carlsbad Desalination
Project consists of a 50 million gallon per day seawater desalination plant and
associated water delivery pipelines and is located in the City of Carlsbad.
Photo: Courtesy of Poseidon Resources

the California Water Code (CWC), and related policies from the Ocean Plan and other guidance documents typically
involve comparison of alternatives to reduce or avoid adverse effects on the environment. Through the regulatory
permitting and approval process, careful consideration of regulatory requirements, and how those requirements are
interpreted by the permitting agencies can be influenced by how the project is framed in relation to potential
alternatives.
Energy Use and Greenhouse Gases (GHGs)
Evaluating GHG emissions and climate change effects of individual projects has recently become a standard practice
under CEQA. Because seawater desalination is generally more energy intensive than most other water supplies in
California, the issue of energy use and GHG emissions is one of high profile throughout the regulatory process for
desalination projects. It is therefore important to carefully study and quantify the potential greenhouse gas
emissions of desalination proposals.
Overall Regulatory Effects
The Carlsbad Seawater Desalination Project is the first large scale plant to have received all of the required permits
for construction and operation. The process for securing project permits spanned a period of approximately 6 years,
and resulted in substantial costs to the project, both in terms of the analyses that were needed to support the
permitting processes, as well as the mitigation requirements that resulted. While it is anticipated that future
desalination projects may be informed by the experience of the Carlsbad project, it is clear that environmental
regulatory issues facing seawater desalination in California are numerous and complex, and should be carefully
factored into decision making at the earliest possible stages of project development.
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Next month will feature a look at seawater desalination by Resource Trends Inc., John Ruetten, with an interesting
perspective on cost versus reliability.
Oceanically Yours,
John Pastore, Executive Director

Comments?
If you would like to leave a comment about content or layout of this newsletter, please feel free to contact us at
SCAP.

Clean Water Summit Partners Update by John Pastore, SCAP
The next meeting of the Summit Partners has not been scheduled but likely will be held in June/July.

Last storm of the season, I promise!
Photo courtesy of Ralph Palomares

AIR QUALITY COMMITTEE REPORT
Kris Flaig, Chair
kris.flaig@lacity.org

Greg Adams, Vice Chair
gadams@lacsd.org

LOCAL AIR DISTRICT NEWS AT A GLANCE
Posted meeting dates and proposed new rule development for the following air districts can be found at these sites:
Imperial County APCD
Mojave Desert AQMD
San Diego APCD
Santa Barbara APCD
Ventura County APCD
South Coast AQMD
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South Coast AQMD Rule 1470 by Greg Adams, LACSD
At the South Coast AQMD Board retreat on April 12, 2012 in Palm Desert , staff was directed to provide funding to
essential public services for installation of DPFs, to consider special change-out provisions when regenerating DPFs
and to consider exempting unmanned locations from the requirements of the rule. The final changes to the rule
reflect the first two directions but not the last. The adoption hearing before the entire Board is scheduled for May 4,
2012 at which time testimony will be heard again.
Pending Lawsuits
No significant updates to last month’s report.
SCAQMD Proposed Amended Rule 1110.2 by David Rothbart, LACSD
On April 20th, SCAQMD staff presented Proposed Amended Rule 1110.2 to the Stationary Source Committee, which is
comprised of six Governing Board members. Staff proposed to: (1) re-establish the previously proposed biogas limits;
(2) allow until July 1, 2014 for compliance; and (3) provide an additional year to comply for operators with 3 or more
biogas engines.
SCAP members provided compelling written and verbal comments to the Stationary Source Committee. Due to these
efforts, Governing Board members expressed a desire to provide additional time for technology demonstrations.
However, the Stationary Source Committee also directed staff to include a definitive compliance deadline within the
final rule, so it's unclear how these objectives will be satisfied. We are hopeful that greater rule flexibility will be
proposed at the next working group meeting, which is tentatively scheduled for May 2012.
Many thanks to the SCAP membership for communicating your concerns to Governing Board members but
remember that our issues have yet to be resolved. Your continued action is needed to ensure that the proposed
amended rule will not cause biogas engines to shut-down prematurely.

BIOSOLIDS COMMITTEE REPORT
Matt Bao, Chair
mbao@lacsd.org

Tom Meregillano, Vice Chair
TMeregillano@ocsd.org

Elissa Deanna Jackson, Vice Chair
elissa.jackson@lacity.org

EPA Standards for Sewage Sludge Incinerators Update by Matt Bao, LACSD
Last year, the EPA issued the final rulemaking for new stationary sources and emission guidelines for existing sewage
sludge incineration units. EPA determined that biosolids were considered a solid waste, setting limits for nine
pollutants under section 129 of the Clean Air Act: cadmium, carbon monoxide, hydrogen chloride, lead, mercury,
nitrogen oxides, particulate matter, polychlorinated dibenzo-p-dioxins and polychlorinated dibenzofurans, and sulfur
dioxide. During the rule development period, CASA, NACWA, and several Californian agencies operating sewage
sludge incinerators sent comment letters to the US EPA, stating that the rule would threaten the viability of biosolids
incineration and optimization of renewable energy production.
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NACWA and the Sierra Club had sent separate petitions that requested EPA to reconsider the rulemaking, but
unfortunately, these petitions were denied recently. A recent news article reports that NACWA will likely pursue a
legal challenge as its next course of action. The SCAP Biosolids Committee will continue to monitor this issue and
provide updates when available. (Source: Greg Kester, CASA)
Update to CASA Biosolids Meeting with EPA by Matt Bao, LACSD
On March 13th, CASA and EPA officials held a meeting at EPA Headquarters during the annual CASA conference at
Washington D.C. Attendees included the Office of Science and Technology Biosolids Program Coordinator, Rick
Stevens, and Office of Wastewater Management Senior Biologist (Biosolids), Bob Bastian. Greg Kester of CASA
provided a summary of the meeting, which includes updates to several of EPA’s biosolids-related programs. Below is
an excerpt of the summary that provides an update relating to the EPA Part 503 biosolids rule:
Rick Stevens noted that the 2009 biennial review was recently released and that no new constituents were identified
for which further regulatory action is currently planned. He noted that risk assessment for the 9 constituents
identified in the 2003 review and Molybdenum was currently in internal review. While no timetable is currently set,
potential revisions for Part 503 could include the following: New numeric standards, if any are warranted; deletion of
Alternatives 3 and 4 for Class A pathogen (testing for helminth ova and enteric virus options) and Alternative 1 for
Class B (fecal coliform testing option); and a new high quality value for Molybdenum. It should be noted that there is
no funding for pursuing these considerations at this time and that any changes would be vetted through peer review
and a fully public process. Rick mentioned that WERF continues to conduct research on the 135 constituents
surveyed in the Targeted National Sewage Sludge Survey that are not currently under review. The intent of that
research, which CASA is also involved in, is to fill data gaps to allow EPA to conduct credible risk assessment. EPA’s
Cincinnati Laboratory is working to finalize the field attenuation study conducted in 2005 and 2006, looking at
pathogen regrowth in Class A biosolids following centrifuging, examining total fluoride in biosolids, and updating the
biosolids management handbook from 1999.
For a copy of CASA’s full summary, please contact Matt Bao at mbao@lacsd.org. (Source: Greg Kester, CASA)
EPA Calls for Disinvement in the Biosolids Program by Tom Meregillano, OCSD (Source Greg Kester, CASA)
On March 23, 2012, CASA sent a comment letter to Lisa Jackson, EPA Administrator, requesting reconsideration of
their recent decision by EPA to reduce resources devoted to biosolids enforcement work beginning in fiscal year 2013
(October 2012 to September 2013). In response to this letter, Mark Pollin, EPA Director of Water Enforcement
Division, by way of correspondence, reiterated and reinforced EPA’s plan to focus needed resources of enforcement
and compliance work on high priority issues. At this time, EPA has made it clear of their direction to disinvest
enforcement and compliance resources to the biosolids program and redirect these resources to high priority issues
where they believe can make a significant difference. CASA will continue to work with EPA on this issue. SCAP will
continue to support CASA and monitor the progress of this effort and provide its members with updates as
information becomes available.
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COLLECTIONS COMMITTEE REPORT
Ralph Palomares, Chair
RPalomares@etwd.com

Nicole Greene, Vice Chair
ngreene@ci.montclair.ca.us

Dindo Carrillo, Vice Chair
dcarrillo@ocsd.com

I attended my 26th CWEA Annual Conference in Sacramento, CA on April 26th 2012. I attended sessions varying from
pumps to storm water rules and regulations. I represented my employer, El Toro Water District, and a few
committees such as SCAP and SARBs. It was good to see old friends and meet new friends in the wastewater
industry. A few topics covered over dinner were "how to remove calcium from clay pipes" to "what works best for
odor removal in pump stations and sewer trunk lines?" Of course, everyone has their own solutions but do they
really work? The State Regional Water Quality Control Board had some very good sessions on the SSMP audits and
what to expect should they pick your agency for a surprise visit. One thing they made quite clear is to be prepared
and have all your information documented. You must read your SSMP, follow it, and document all information.
The CWEA collections breakfast is the largest meeting of all the committees. It is always great to find out the winners
of specific awards and this year. The City of Thousand Oaks won the Large Collections System award, the City of Simi
Valley won the Medium Collections System award, and the Leucadia Wastewater District won the Small Collections
System award. A few other winners to mention are: the Collections Person of the Year award was won by Lance
Sparks from Spring Lake Valley in San Bernardino, CA. Chris Lopez of Rancho Water won the 2nd place award, Brian
Bay of West Bay won the third place award and Chris Brown of Oro Loma won the 4th place award. Congratulations
to all the winners! There were lots of other discussions at the breakfast but too many to report on at this time. Next
year the breakfast meeting and conference will be held in Palm Springs, CA.
On April 24th SCAP held a workshop at the El Toro Water District in order to provide training towards "what to expect
from" and "how to prepare for" a SWRCB audit of your sewer collection system. Training was provided by Jim Fischer
from the SWRCB, and material covered included common violations, types of enforcement cases currently underway,
and certain areas of concern. It was attended by 74 people from various agencies and was videotaped so that it can
eventually be posted on the SCAP website. Our next SCAP Collections Systems Committee meeting is scheduled for
May 8, 2012 in Santa Barbara, CA at the El Estero Wastewater Treatment Plant. You can find more information at
www.scap1.org or the SCAP Facebook page.
Santa Barbara Here We Come by John Pastore, SCAP
We are taking our show on the road this month and visiting our very northern most members when the Collection
System Committee visits Santa Barbara on May 8th. The meeting will feature an update on the City of Santa Barbara’s
collection system activities, a report on a related federal lawsuit by the Santa Barbara Channelkeeper and resulting
Consent Decree, a discussion of Standard Operating Procedures (SOPs) for collection systems, a Case Study by the
Irvine Ranch Water District (IRWD) on the Newport Coast Forcemain sewer cleanup effort, including emergency
equipment used, containment and capture plans, mutual aid and lessons learned. Lastly, Bob Kreg will discuss sewer
spill volume estimating and provide a brief regulatory update. Further information can be found here.
If you haven’t sent in your rsvp, please do so asap.
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Don’t, Don’t and More Don’ts! Instead…DO, DO, DO! by Dindo Carrillo; Ingrid Hellebrand; Sonja Morgan, OCSD
Last month I did a recap of what’s been going on over that past few years regarding the issue of “Non-Dispersibles.”
There are a lot of studies still in progress, but in the meantime everyone agrees that increasing consumer awareness
about what to flush is one of the best ways to move forward. So, this month I’m sharing Orange County Sanitation
District new “What 2 Flush” outreach campaign.
We all say it…Don’t put grease down the drain! Don’t put drugs down the drain! Don’t flush
wipes down the drain! Say no to kitty litter! No food, no coffee grounds, and no eggshells!
Don’t pour hazardous materials down the drain!
It’s time to change the message! Do you know what happens when people hear all those
don’ts? First, it’s a commonly held belief in advertising that when people hear a negative; it
takes two positive statements to rescind the damage already done with one negative. Secondly,
too much information often translates to “no information.” People tune out or they get confused. In 2000, the
average attention span was 12 seconds. In 2012, that number is now 8 seconds. Ironically, that is approximately 27
words or some would say 144 characters. Twitter anyone?
What 2 Flush…It’s simple; only three things go in the toilet – Pee, Poop, and Paper (toilet paper). That’s the new
message. Instead of producing multiple documents and a plethora of messages, we are doing the obvious – telling
them one simple thing to remember.
The Reaction…It’s a hit! The public is responding. Many can already name the three things–it’s common sense.
College kids want shirts and stickers. One woman even printed out the logo and placed it above her toilet in an effort
to remind her husband.
But you’re not telling them where to put the other stuff…“Take a bite out of crime!” “Only you can prevent forest
fires!” “Just say no!” Sound familiar? All are successful public information campaigns. “Take a bite out of crime” is
an umbrella that pulls all the issues under one central theme. It covers crime prevention, online safety, guns, drugs,
and other topics. We’re doing the same thing. It is only a few months old but the reaction from the public is great!
Visit us at www.what2flush.com or www.facebook.com/what2flush to watch our program grow and learn more.
You Had Better Watch Out, the Audits are Coming by John Pastore, SCAP
On April 24th SCAP held a workshop at the El Toro Water District, which featured an excellent presentation by Jim
Fischer from the SWRCB Office of Enforcement/Special Investigations Unit. More than 70 attendees were treated to
a candid and very entertaining discussion of what the state audit team looks for when performing audits of collection
system agencies for compliance with the Sanitary Sewer Order Enforcement.
Mr. Fischer’s presentation entitled, “Tips on Preparing for an Audit”, covered the following areas:
 Who is inspecting?
 Why are we inspecting?
 Inspections conducted to date
 Common violations/areas of concern
 Systems likely to be inspected
 2012 inspection commitments
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Areas likely to be checked
Post-inspection follow-up
Enforcement Response Summary
Sample Enforcement Excerpts
Tips on Being Prepared
Reminder: SSMP Self Audit Requirements
Mr. Fischer also took additional time from his busy schedule to
go through the entire self-audit process with the group and
then fielded questions relating to the audit forms.
You can find a copy of the presentation here or on the SCAP
website in the Collections Reference Library. We also tried
something new this time by video-taping the entire workshop,
which we plan to post on the SCAP website shortly and to make
available on individual DVD.
Special thanks to the El Toro Water District for making their
facility available to us on short notice and being such
accommodating hosts as always.

SWRCB’s Jim Fischer discussing audits

ENERGY MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE REPORT
Andre Schmidt, Chair
aschmidt@lacsd.org

Chris Berch, Vice Chair
cberch@ieua.org

EPA to Host Webcast on Innovative Energy Conservation Measures at Wastewater Treatment Facilities on May 17,
2012 by Andre Schmidt, LACSD
EPA is offering the next webcast in the Energy Management Webcast Series for Water and Wastewater Utilities on
"Innovative Energy Conservation Measures at Wastewater Treatment Facilities." The webcast will take place on
Thursday, May 17, 2012 from 2:00pm - 3:30pm EDT. The first part of this webcast will focus on energy conservation
and self-sufficiency based on EPA's 2010 document entitled "Evaluation of Energy Conservation Measures for
Wastewater Treatment Facilities." The second part of the webcast will focus on the successful implementation of
various energy conservation measures as well as energy recovery at the Sheboygan Regional Wastewater Treatment
Plant in Wisconsin. The webcast is free and requires registration. See the following website to register and for more
information:
Next Energy Management Committee Meeting by John Pastore, SCAP
The next meeting of the Energy Committee will be held on May 22 nd at the Victor Valley Wastewater Reclamation
Authority Regional Wastewater treatment Plant at 20111 Shay Road, Victorville, CA 92392. The meeting focus will be
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on food waste digestion as a renewable energy source and related technology. Tentative plans are to have
presentations by Victor Valley WRA, Waste Management, Inc., ENVIRON STRATEGY and a short tour of VVWA’s food
waste digestion facilities. A meeting agenda will be sent out very shortly as we are still in the process of confirming
the speakers.

WATER ISSUES COMMITTEE REPORT
Al Javier, Vice Chair, Chair
javiera@emwd.org

Jennifer Shepardson, Vice Chair
Shepardson_Je@sbcity.org

SCAP Water Issues Committee Meetings by John Pastore, SCAP
The most recent Water Committee meeting just occurred this Tuesday when it met and discussed the entire range of
water topics that are currently on the table followed by a presentation and walk-thru tour of the City of San Diego’s
Advanced Water Purification (AWP) Facility. The AWP is a small scale, state-of-the-art, demonstration water
purification facility that treats up to one million gallons per day of recycled water to an ultra-pure water quality
similar to distilled water.
San Diego’s Bill Pearce led the tour and provided the project details. For further information about this facility,

please refer to the article in last month’s SCAP Newsletter.
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On April 5th SCAP held a special meeting of the Water Committee to discuss the SWRCB WET Policy and Tri-TAC’s
efforts regarding regulatory activities associated with pyrethroids. LACSD’s Phil Markle was on hand to present the
SWRCB’s recently released flow chart that describes how they intend to implement provisions in their soon to be
proposed revised WET Policy. If adopted, this WET Policy will standardize chronic toxicity testing requirements and
numeric WET limit assessment for ALL POTWs discharging into inland surface waters and enclosed bays and
estuaries. The link to the SWCB’s webpage for all of the latest information including peer review reports can be
found here. Phil discussed in detail the pros and cons of the revised proposed policy and stated that at this point
most agencies and associations would likely be opposing the new policy on general principle. A copy of the CASA/TriTAC preferred flow chart option can be found here.

LACSD’s Phil Markle discussing toxicity

LACSD’s Preeti Ghuman discussing Pyrethroids

The second discussion by LACSD’s Preeti Ghuman provided SCAP members with an update on Tri-TAC’s efforts to
work with DPR and EPA to address POTW concerns associated with pyrethroids. The discussion also included an
update on efforts to participate in a POTW pyrethroid monitoring survey partially funded by SCAP members. Preeti
reported that in the near future SCAP agencies will be contacted for the purpose of receiving future direction and
priority of these efforts.
San Diego RWQCB Regional MS4 Workshop
The California Regional Water Quality Control Board, San Diego Region (San Diego Water Board) is considering
development and adoption of the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) Permit and Waste
Discharge Requirements for discharges from the municipal separate storm sewer systems (MS4s) draining the
watersheds within the San Diego Region (Tentative Order No. R9-2012-0011). The Tentative Order is also referred to
as the Regional MS4 Permit. The San Diego Water Board held its first workshop on Wednesday April 25, 2012 to
present the Administrative Draft version of the new Regional MS4 Permit. The workshop was well attended by
CoPermittees from San Diego, Orange, and Riverside County, representatives from Non-Governmental Organizations
(NGOs), consulting firms, and other interested persons. The San Diego Water Board staff presented an overview of
the Administrative Draft Regional MS4 Permit and received a wide range of comments from workshop attendees.
Presentations given during the workshop can be viewed on the San Diego Water Board’s website here.
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The San Diego Water Board is considering the following actions in response to recommendations made by
workshop attendees:
1) Expanding and enhancing the public participation process so that Co-Permittees and other interested persons can
comment and make recommendations on the Administrative Draft of the Regional MS4 Permit at larger
professionally facilitated Focused Meetings;
2) Expanding the Representative Selection Process for the planned Focused Meetings to include additional persons;
3) Increasing the number of Focused Meetings and public workshops.
Concurrent with this effort, San Diego County, Orange County, and Riverside County Co-Permittees, members of the
environmental community, and the development community should continue to nominate representatives in
accordance with the instructions and due dates provided at the workshop. Nomination instructions and Focused
Meeting dates can be found on the San Diego Water Board’s website here.
Proposed Amendment to the California Ocean Plan Regarding Designating State Water Quality Protection Areas to
Protect Marine Protected Areas and the Draft Substitute Environmental Documentation for the Proposed
Amendment by John Pastore, SCAP
The State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) will hold a public hearing on May 1st to receive public input and
comments on the proposed amendment to the California Ocean Plan (Ocean Plan) related to the State Water Board
Resolutions 2010-0057 and 2011-0013, designation of State Water Quality Protection Areas and Marine Protected
Areas, and the draft substitute environmental documentation for the proposed amendment.
SCAP participated in a small workgroup led by LACSD’s Sharon Green to provide a multi-association comment letter,
that can be found on the SCAP website and here, and to develop a list of topic points that were distributed to SCAP
ocean dischargers to assist with the development of individual agency comment letters.
Although there are only a few agencies that anticipate immediate impacts from these designations, it is our belief
that future designations of these water quality areas could seriously impact agencies with ocean outfalls in other
areas and accordingly they should be concerned for the long term welfare of their outfalls.
Proposed Amendment to IAPMO Green Supplement to the Uniform Plumbing Code by Merrill Seiler, OCSD
This is an update on the Food Waste Disposal issue which was recently presented at the IAPMO Green Technical
Committee (GTC) in Chicago. The agenda item started with introductions by InSinkErator’s consultant, Julius
Ballanco, followed by yours truly, Merrill Seiler representing OCSD, SCAP, and the Clean Water Summit Partners
(CWSP). During his introduction, Julius pointed out that the revised text proposed by OCSD, SCAP and CWSP
defeated the original intent of their proposal, which was to foster the proper use of food waste technology through
the plumbing code. Essentially, he stated that if you took waste disposal use out of the code then there was no
point for that item being in the Green Supplement. During my introduction I countered that the intent of our
proposal was to protect the sanitary collection system and not to restrict the use of any particular food waste
technology. I explained that many smaller POTWs didn’t have anaerobic digestion, and that it wasn’t necessarily cost
effective for a small agency to utilize the extra gas generated by solid food waste digestion given the enormous
capital costs involved providing the necessary infrastructure. As an example I mentioned the new Sacramento
Regional Sanitation District co-digestion facility which cost $2.1 million. I also touched upon the State Water
Resources Control Board’s (SWRCB) concern that the solid waste landfill not be precluded from being a disposal
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option. However, given Julius’ concerns, I emphasized that there appeared to be room for compromise that might
satisfy both points of view.
As the GTC began to discuss the issue, someone brought up the question as to why the issue of food disposal was
being mentioned in a plumbing code. The conversation briefly touched on drain system blockages, particularly
downstream of a food grinder. Julius responded by stating that drain line problems are basically drain size problems.
His contention was that oversized drains are worse than right-sized drains at carrying solids. The discussion
continued regarding whether the Green Supplement should mandate the use of food grinders, or even mention
composing or food disposal. A committee member brought up the energy and water usage that would come along
with additional food grinders. There was some discussion about agencies digesting FOG, and I answered a few
questions about those kinds of operations. I stressed that for the FOG digestion operations that I was aware, all
involved trucking the interceptor waste to the treatment plant and none used the collection system to convey FOG or
solids waste. Another member speculated about what the “best” or “greenest” food waste disposal might be, and
then concluded that it was probably dependent upon the unique conditions and/or particular situations of each
individual agency. It was suggested that the committee might need to develop a definition for food waste
technology.
At this point, a motion was made to remove article 307.1 and just focus the code on the drain line efficiencies, water
conservation, and energy consumption. This approach seemed to satisfy the committee. I don’t recall any specific
steps being mentioned, I imagine the issue will revert back to the task group to see if they can work out the details
for this particular approach before their next scheduled meeting in August. I believe the efforts of SCAP, CWSP, and
SWRCB were very influential in steering the GTC to this point. IAPMO has accepted my continued involvement with
their food service task group, and I will continue to monitor this issue and report back any progress. As they were
with the grease interceptor sizing issue a few years back, IAPMO appears most interested in producing quality, well
scrutinized codes that meet their high standards for effective, safe, and reliable practices.
Special thanks to SCAP, CWSP, and SWRCB for all the support. For a copy of the SWRCB comment letter click here.

WASTEWATER PRETREATMENT COMMITTEE REPORT
Jim Colston, Chair
JColston@ocsd.com

[Vacant], Vice Chair

Next Wastewater Pretreatment Committee Meeting by John Pastore, SCAP
The next meeting of the SCAP Wastewater Pretreatment Committee is scheduled for May 15th at the offices of the
Inland Empire Utilities Agency. Our committee chair, Jim Colston, has indicated that we will be discussing Control of
Salts and Water Softeners along with a presentation by Preeti Ghuman from LACSD. Additionally, we will discuss the
final disposition of the IAPMO Green Plumbing and Mechanical Code proposal regarding the disposal of food wastes
down the drain including OCSD’s Merrill Seiler’s testimony at the technical committee meeting in Chicago. A meeting
announcement and agenda will be forthcoming.
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Industry Advisory Council
The Industry Advisory Council of the Sanitation Districts of Los Angeles County celebrated its 20th anniversary on
February 14, 2012. It was attended by industries, trade associations, agencies, an economic development
partnership, and Sanitation Districts management. The Council serves as a forum to bring together industry, POTWs
and agencies, for regulatory updates, best environmental practices, and sustainability. Industries learn about POTWs
and the environmental mandates on their operations, while POTWs gain insights into the business challenges of
industry and the multi-agency regulatory burden they are under. The goal is to foster communication and
collaboration, leading the industrial customers of POTWs to be competitive 21st Century industries for the Green
Economy 2020.

2012 INDUSTRY ADVISORY COUNCIL & GUESTS
SANITATION DISTRICTS OF LOS ANGELES COUNTY
21st CENTURY INDUSTRIES FOR THE GREEN ECONOMY 2020
FRONT ROW: (Left to Right) Philip Lo, Council Coordinator, Sanitation Districts; Parivash Dezham, Inland Empire Utilities Agency; Charles Linder, GenOn West;
Cynthia Kurtz, San Gabriel Valley Economic Partnership; Mohammad Nilchian, Carroll Co. (Member); Pang Mueller, Tesoro Refining and Marketing (Member);
Jim Jurgensmeier, Bocchi Laboratories (Member); Nabil Yacoub, Cal/EPA DTSC; Paul Ahn, Southern California Edison (Alternate); Ji-Hyun McNeese, Defense
Logistics Agency; Jocelyn Carrillo, City of Los Angeles Sanitation; Kanan Harakh, Frito-Lay
MIDDLE ROW: (Left to Right) Glenn Franco, Nestle Waters; Naro Kuch, Sierra Aluminum; Skip Ricarte, California Waste Association; Jerry Wahlin, AAA Plating
& Inspection (Member); June Christman, Paramount Petroleum (Member); Anil Rana, VACCO Industries (Member); Barry Foose, Kaiser Permanente (Member);
Kevin Laney, Oil Operators and Signal Hill Petroleum (Member); Julio Im, Inland Empire Utilities Agency; Nancy Pfeffer, Network Public Affairs; Ken Rhodes,
Cacique Inc. (Member); Grace Robinson Chan, Chief Engineer and General Manager, Sanitation Districts; Delia Deas, Naked Juice/Tropicana; Brian Ward, AAA
Plating and Inspection (Alternate); Tim Keyes, California Steel Industries; Shelli Stewart, Coca-Cola Refreshments; Bill LaMarr, California Small Business
Alliance; Imran Bajwa, Toyota TABC, Inc.; Jeff Dambrun, Gerdau – RC Mill; Gary Stafford, California Furniture Manufacturers Association; Alan Seese, BP
Carson Refinery (Member); Kim Matsoukas, Bentley Prince Street (Member); Dave Snyder, Head, Industrial Waste Section, Sanitation Districts; and Marcus
Ruscio, Lunday-Thagard
BACK ROW: (Left to Right) Eric Jensen, Tree Island Wire USA; Hector Garcia, Farmer John Packing; Craig Proctor, Inland Empire Utilities Agency; Tom
Henderson, Lockheed Martin (Member); Michael Beasley, Boeing Company (Vice Chair of the Council); Sam Bell, Metal Surfaces, Inc., (Chair of the Council);
Leonard Robinson, Strategic Counsel LLC; Bob Ward, California Steel Industries; Ron Jensen, Southern California Edison (Member); Frank Ramos, Steelscape,
Inc.; Chris Herbeck, Project Engineer, Sanitation Districts; Robert Ferrante, Assistant Chief Engineer and Assistant General Manager, Sanitation Districts
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ANNOUNCEMENTS
NEW MEMBERS
We wish to welcome to our newest Associate Member Atkins-Global, a leading engineering and design consultant
that recently joined SCAP.

WEBSITE MAINTENANCE
Please be aware that during the month of May our SCAP website will be undergoing some major modifications and
may be offline for a week to ten days. We apologize for the inconvenience.

Non Sequitur
Love and War are the same thing, and stratagems and policy are as allowable in the one as in the
other.
- - Don Quixote, pt. II, III,21
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Some of our Supporting SCAP Associate Members
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